Long-term human habitation in space requires the ability to use extraterrestrial materials to build massive radiation-shielded artificial-gravity stations. The technology of Tailored Force Fields promises to enable formation of desired shapes from multidisperse construction material in microgravity. Briefly, this technology is based on the flight test result that solid particles placed in a resonant field in microgravity, drift to predictable nodal surfaces of the resonator, and form continuous walls there.
the results on how walls form in electromagnetic fields. The role of higher harmonics in establishing stable and unstable wall locations is also studied.
The capability being developed, will open the way to study the effects of dielectric properties and frequencies on the wall formation.
Conclusions: Particles in resonators experience primary radiation forces that drive them towards the stable locations. The formation of walls at these locations is determined by interparticle forces. These forces can be modeled using dipole representations. It is seen that certain orientations cause attractive forces, and these orientations correspond to the desired wall shape. Higher harmonics which are present to some small extent in practical resonators, render certain symmetric surfaces unstable, thus enabling wall formation at the more interesting surface shapes.
